A novel control scheme, namely adaptive-adaptive robust (A 2 R) control is proposed for motion control of mechanical systems. The system contains uncertainty which is bounded while the bound may be unknown. Two designs of robust controls are proposed, with the first class featuring leakage type and the second class featuring dead-zone type. Each class involves an adaptive law with the intension of mimicking the uncertainty bound. However, there exists an undetermined design parameter in the adaptive law. An upper-layer adaptive law for the determination of this design parameter is then proposed; hence rendering the adaptive-adaptive robust (A 2 R) control. The control guarantees uniform boundedness and uniform ultimate boundedness of a resulting augmented system state, including a β-measure which reflects how close the constraint is followed. INDEX TERMS Mechanical system, constraint, adaptive control, robust control, uncertainty.
I. INTRODUCTION
The efforts regarding constrained motion in mechanical systems can be mainly divided into the passive problem and the servo problem. The passive problem is to investigate what the omniscient Nature will do in order to assure that the constraints are obeyed. Many important contributions about it have been made and organized as a list in [1] . The major emphasis of the servo problem, on the other hand, is to find what the engineer should do, who is perhaps restricted to only certain knowledge of the model and limited to certain means of implementations, so that the constraints are obeyed. In recently years, some control problems based on the servo-constraint aspect are solved in [2] - [6] and their bibliographies. This paper adopts the servo approach.
The control of dynamical systems containing uncertainty has been among the central issues in control research over The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yang Tang . the past decades. Many contributions which deal with such system uncertainty are made (for example, [3] , [7] - [15] ). On the other hand, due to the complexity and variety in many practical engineering problems, there often exists unknown design parameter. As a pioneer, we propose to explore an adaptive approach to handle the system uncertainty and the unknown design parameter simultaneously. For the system uncertainty, we design an adaptive law. For the unknown design parameter, we design an adaptive-adaptive law. As a result, the system can address them adaptively and simultaneously. In the past, many methods such as σ -modification method and Nussbaum-function method are used to handle the system uncertainty or/and the unknown design parameter in an adaptive way [16] - [19] . However, most of those past works only deal with the constant uncertainty. Our proposed approach, on the other hand, focuses on (possibly fast) time-varying uncertainty. Moreover, different from the past works, the mechanical system addressed in our paper does not need to satisfy some standard property assumptions, such as Properties 6.1-6.6, including skew-symmetry and linear parameter factorization, in page 134 of Ref. [20] . Thus our proposed approach is applicable to a broader consideration.
Based on the servo approach, this paper formulates the motion control problem as constraint following based on a β-measure. First, since some of the system characteristics may be changing, we consider the presence of modeling (i.e., system) uncertainty. Assume the uncertainty is bounded, yet the bound is unknown. Second, after the control scheme is determined, there still remains certain design parameter which is to be determined by on-line adaptive laws.
This paper starts with the analytic expression of constraint force by Udwadia and Kalaba [21] - [23] . First, when no uncertainty exists, a nominal control based on the Udwadia-Kalaba constraint force, is proposed. Second, adaptive laws, which contain unknown constant parameters, are constructed to emulate a constant parameter vector, which maybe regarded as a mimic to the system's uncertainty bound. However, there is still undetermined design parameter in the adaptive law. Third, an upper-level adaptive law is constructed to help to determine the design parameter in the adaptive laws. Fourth, adaptive-adaptive robust (A 2 R) controls are designed to facilitate the rendering deterministic performance of the mechanical system.
The salient contribution of this control design is that it allows the algorithm, instead of the engineer, to determine the design parameter in the adaptive law adaptively. That is to say, a two-level adaptive framework is proposed: while the lower-level adaptive law suggests a parameter for the robust control, the upper-level adaptive law suggests a parameter for the lower-level adaptive law. As a result, the two-level adaptive framework not only can overcome the disturbing of system uncertainty, but also can replace engineer's work to determine the design parameter in the lower-level adaptive law adaptively.
II. CONSTRAINED MECHANICAL SYSTEM WITH UNCERTAINTY
Consider an n dimensional mechanical system which is described [24] , [25] :
Here t ∈ R is the independent variable, q ∈ R n is the coordinate,q ∈ R n is the velocity,q ∈ R n is the acceleration, σ ∈ ⊂ R p is the (possibly fast time-varying) uncertain parameter, and τ ∈ R n is the control input. Here ⊂ R p is compact but unknown, which stands for the possible bounding of σ . Furthermore, M (q, σ, t) > 0 is the inertia matrix, C (q,q, σ, t) is the Coriolis/centrifugal force and friction force, and g (q, σ, t) is the gravitational force and input disturbance. The matrices/vector M (q, σ, t), C (q,q, σ, t), and g (q, σ, t) are of appropriate dimensions. The functions M (·), C (·), and g (·) are continuous.
Remark: As is shown in all later development, no specific assumption is made on the structure of M , C and g, only the bounding information is utilized. This allows us to address various kinds of dynamic characteristics, including Coriolis/centrifugal force, gravitational force, friction (Coulomb, viscous, LuGre, Stribeck, etc.), modeling error, input disturbance, and so on. Remark: The system is fully-actuated. The coordinate q does not need to be the generalized coordinate (as is often required in Lagrangian mechanics) and can be selected based on the specifics of the problem.
The first order form constraints which the system needs to follow are proposed as
where 1 ≤ m ≤ n,q i is the i−th component ofq, A li (·) and c l (·) are both C 1 in q and t. The constraint may, in general, be non-integrable, and hence nonholonomic. These constraints stand for restrictions on the velocities as well as the displacement, and can be written in matrix form as
where
Now the constraints can be transformed into second order form. Differentiating constraint equations (2) with respect to t yields
and
The second form constraints (4) can be rewritten as
or in matrix form
Remark: There are two kinds of constraints we address in the paper. The first is the structural constraints, coming from the intrinsic structural characteristics, such as unicycle, mobile robot, car, etc. The second is the servo (or control) constraints [1] , coming from the desired control tasks, such as optimal performance, robustness, trajectory tracking, etc., which we endeavor to follow (in the sense of uniform boundedness and uniform ultimate boundedness) via the use of control. It is the second kind of constraints that are emphasized in formulating (3), since this is mainly a control paper.
Remark: In [26] , it was mentioned that several control problems, such as stabilization, trajectory following and optimality, may be cast into the form (8) .
For later development, we shall impose three conditions on the constraints. First, the constraint (8) is consistent; that is, there exists at least one solutionq for given A and b. This is essential for otherwise the constraint following problem is not tractable. Second, for each (q, t), rank(A (q, t)) ≥ 1, such that the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse (or simply the MP inverse) of A; namely A + , exists (see [27] ). Third, for each (q, t), A (q, t) is of full rank (hence A (q, t) A T (q, t) is invertible).
III. A 2 R CONTROL DESIGN I: LEAKAGE-TYPE
In this section, we aim at designing the A 2 R control τ for the system (1) based on previous constraint analysis. Decompose the M , C and g as follows:
HereM ,C andḡ denote the ''nominal'' portions withM > 0 (this is always feasible because it is the designer's discretion). While M , C and g are the uncertain portions. The functionM (·),C (·), g (·), M (·), C (·) and g (·) are all continuous. Let
Based on the decomposition, we consider the nominal system M (q(t), t)q(t) +C (q(t),q(t), t) +ḡ (q(t), t) = τ (t). (12) Theorem 1: Consider the nominal system (12) and the constraint (8) . The constraint force
obeys the Lagrange's form of d'Alembert's principle as well as the Gauss's minimum principle [1] , [21] and renders the system to meet the constraint. Remark: The ''+'' stands for the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse [27] . The Lagrange's form of d'Alembert's principle renders the constraint force (13) to be the one with minimum norm, out of all possible alternative forces which can also meet (8) [21] . Furthermore, we have Q c ∈ R A T (note that the virtual displacement δq ∈ N (A) and R A T ⊥N (A)) [7] . The constraint force in Theorem 1 is model-based. The theorem shows the strategy the Nature will undertake to meet the constraint. Based on this, when the model is known (i.e., without uncertain portions), the system can be driven to meet (8) by applying the control input τ = Q c . When the model is unknown (i.e., with uncertain portions), a more realistic control design is needed. By this, for the whole uncertain system (1), we continue the following analysis.
Assumption 1: For given P ∈ R m×m , P > 0, let
There exists a (possibly unknown) constant ρ E > −1 such that for all (q, t) ∈ R n × R,
Remark: In the special case when M =M (i.e., no uncertainty exists), then E = 0, W = 0; hence one can choose ρ E = 0 to meet the assumption. As (15) presents an unidirectional restriction of the effect of uncertainty with a lower bound ρ E , by continuity the implication of this assumption is that the effect of uncertainty on the possible deviation of M fromM is unbounded in one direction and is within a certain threshold in another direction. The implication of this assumption is that the uncertainty in the input channel (depicted by E) should not ''annihilate the control'' (as ρ E = −1) or ''reverse the direction of the control input'' (as ρ E < −1). This is certainly reasonable in practice and is needed in all control theory (though depicted in different mathematical ways). As an example, consider an inverted pendulum ml 2θ − mgl sin θ = τ . Here the payload mass m contains uncertainty: m =m + m(t) with the uncertainty m(t) bounded as 0 < m 1 ≤ m(t) ≤ m 2 (m 1 and m 2 are the lower and upper bounds, respectively, which are not necessarily known). The task is to drive the system to be close to θ = 0. Then it can be shown thatM =ml 2 , D = (ml 2 ) −1 , A = 1, and W =mm −1 − 1. As a result,
We are able to verify the assumption without even knowing the uncertainty upper bound m 2 .
Let
where κ ∈ R, κ > 0. Assumption 2: (1) There exist an unknown constant vector α ∈ (0, ∞) k and a known function
and (iii) non-decreasing with respect to each component of its argument α. Throughout the paper, unless otherwise specified, vector norm is Euclidean and matrix norm is the corresponding induced one [28] .
Assumption 2 deals with (possibly fast) time-varying uncertain parameter. The uncertainty is bounded but the bound may be unknown. Meanwhile, it aims at a function (·) to upper bound a comprehensive effect of uncertainty through the system model M , C, and g, and control p 1,2 . The unknown constant vector α can be related to the bounding set which may be unknown.
Remark: By the preempted conditions of continuity (of M (·), C(·), and g(·)) and compactness (of )), there always exists a bounding function ρ(q,q, t) for the · −term in (3.10) (pp. 116 of Topological Spaces as Ref. [29] . So this part is not an assumption. It is guaranteed. Assumption 2 simply adds that there exists an (unknown) vector α to parameterize the bounding function; that is, (α, q,q, t) = ρ(q,q, t). That is, the bounding function ρ can be α−parameterized, which meets the concavity condition. A more clear demonstration on how to choose such a function will be shown in section 5 Illustrative Example.
Remark: A special case of Assumption 2(2) is that (α, q,q, t) can be linearly factorized with respect to α. That is, there exists a functionˆ (·) :
This suggests a simple and reliable way to choose the function (·) to meet the Assumption 2 (2) , such that the selection of the basis functionˆ (·) is important for the more precise upper bound to obtain more effective control for dealing with the uncertainty. By this, the function (·) can be selected straightly by estimating and writing the RHS of (18) in form of α Tˆ (·).
Let us introduce a β-measure for the system performance:
It can be viewed as a performance measure for constraint following. In the ideal case when the constraint is completely followed, then β(t) ≡ 0. As β(t) = 0, it reflects the deviation of the system performance from the desired constraint. Let an adaptive parameter vectorα ∈ R k be governed by the following lower-level adaptive law:
This is a leakage-type adaptive law. For given k 1 , k 2 reflects the amount of leakage, whose design is dependent on the uncertainty bound α .
Since α is unknown, k 2 in practice can not be selected a priori. As a result, we propose an upper-level adaptive law for the design parameter k 2 as follows:
The adaptive law forα(t), based on the adaptive parameterk 2 , is then given bẏ
We now propose the adaptive-adaptive robust (A 2 R) control
with > 0 a scalar constant, andα is governed by (24) . Remark: The control p 3 is the adaptive robust action which is based on the adaptive parameterα. In a sense, the parameter α intends to emulate the unknown uncertainty bound α.
Remark: The two-level adaptive hierarchy is shown in Fig. 1 . Comparing with the past conventional one-level adaptive control, in which k 2 is selected a priori, an upper-level adaptive law is constructed to help to determine the design parameter on-line, as opposed to be preempted by the engineer beforehand. Without this upper-level adaptive law, in the past, the engineer would need to determine the design parameter k 2 , which must be a constant, through a series of trial and errors. That is to say, our two-level adaptive framework can replace the engineer's guess work in practice. Notice that bothα i (t) ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , k, andk 2 (t) ≥ 0, ∀t ≥ t 0 , based on the proposed design.
Remark: Approximate constraint following problem is considered. That is, β is possibly nonzero, hence Aq = c. This may be due to the system uncertainty and (13) can not be implemented by the engineer. In addition, the system may not even start with the constraint manifold in the beginning (i.e., β(t 0 ) = 0).
Theorem 2: Consider the system (1) and the adaptive laws (23) and (24) . Subject to Assumptions 1-2, consider a constant k 2 with (25) renders the following performance:
(i) Uniform boundedness: For any r > 0, there is a d (r) < ∞ such that if δ (t 0 ) ≤ r, then δ (t) ≤ d (r) for all t ≥ t 0 ;
(ii) Uniform ultimate boundedness: For any r > 0 with δ (t 0 ) ≤ r, there exists a d > 0 such that δ (t) ≤ d for
be a legitimate Lyapunov function candidate. For a given uncertainty σ (·) and the corresponding trajectory q (·),q (·), and the adaptive parametersα (·),k 2 (·) of the controlled system, the derivative of V is given by (in the proof, argument of functions are largely omitted except for a few critical ones):
We shall analyze each term separately. First,
We recall two properties regarding MP inverse: (i) with rank(A) ≥ 1, let X := AM − 1 2 , then XX + b = b; (ii) XX + X = X . By (16) ,
Next, by (18),
Based on (17) and performing matrix cancellation yields
By (26) and with D = DE,
By using µ = β (α, q,q, t), we can show that
By Assumption 1 and adopting the Rayleigh's principle [27] , we have
Combining (37) and (38) and using (27) yield
If µ > , by (27) ,
If µ ≤ , by (27),
As a result, we have, for µ >
Next, by Assumption 2 (2),
Using (44) in (42) and (43), for all µ , we have
Recalling the second term on the RHS of (30) and by using the adaptive law (24), we obtain
Recalling the third term on the RHS of (30) and using the adaptive-adaptive law (23), we obtain
Using (45), (46) and (47) in (30), we havė
Combining the last two terms of (48) yieldṡ
Dividing the last term on the RHS of (49) and with some algebraic manipulations, we havė
Noting that
Define the last three terms on the RHS of (51) together as
Since k 2 > 1 4 l 1 l −1 2 α 2 as imposed in the theorem, the matrix is always positive definite. Therefore, by the Rayleigh's principle
where λ min ( ) > 0,
Using (54) in (51) yieldṡ
Invoking the standard arguments as in [30] , [31] , we conclude the uniform boundedness with
Furthermore, uniform ultimate boundedness also follows with
otherwise.
(60)
Remark: The condition for k 2 in the theorem depends on α , which is unknown. This reiterates the point that the adaptive law (22) can not be implemented directly, thus the need for (24) . The existence for such k 2 is however guaranteed since the uncertainty is bounded and hence α is finite yielding finite (1/4)l 1 l 2 α 2 . The exact value of k 2 is not needed for the control implementation.
IV. A 2 R CONTROL DESIGN II: DEAD-ZONE TYPE
We next introduce a second A 2 R control design. Consider an adaptive parameter vectorα ∈ R k governed by the following lower-level dead-zone type adaptive law:
α i (t 0 ) > 0 (whereα i is the i−th component of the vectorα), i = 1, . . . , k, k 3,4 ∈ R, k 3,4 > 0, z > 0. This adaptive law shuts down part of its action when the system enters a dead zone, whose size is z. However, z in practice is dependent on the uncertainty bound α which is unknown. As a result, we propose a upper-level adaptive law for the dead-zone size:
The following adaptive law forα is proposed instead:
We now propose the second A 2 R control
> 0 a scalar constant. Remark: Same asα, the parameterα intends to emulate the unknown parameter α. The major difference between them (i.e., (24) and (63)) is that the latter is piecewise. In (63), the non-negative term k 3 ∂ ∂α β is dead, when ∂ ∂α β ≤ z, such that ∂ ∂α β ≤ z can be seen as a dead zone governed by z. The adaptive-adaptive parameterz described as (62), which is also of leakage type, is used to learn z thereby determine the dead zone adaptively.
Theorem 3: Consider the system (1) and the adaptive laws (62) and (63). Subject to Assumptions 1-2, suppose the parameters k 3,4 and l 3, 4 are selected such that k −1 3 k 4 l 4 > Proof: Let 2 (68) be a legitimate Lyapunov function candidate. Its derivative is given byV
By using the adaptive law (63), when ∂ ∂α β >z, we have
Using the adaptive-adaptive law (62) in the third term on the RHS of (69) yields
Thus, using (45), (70) and (71) in (69), we have, for ∂ ∂α β >z,
Then, with (45), when ∂ ∂α β ≤z, we have
Thus, using (70), (71) and (73) in (69), we have, for ∂ ∂α β ≤z,
Next, comparing (72) and (76), we have, for all ∂ ∂α β ,
After some straightforward derivations, we havė
Note that δ
Define the last three terms on the RHS of (77) together as
Since k −1 3 k 4 l 4 > 1 4 (l 3 +1) 2 as imposed in the theorem,˜ > 0 andω
Using (79) in (77) yieldṡ wherek 1 = min 2κ, 2
We conclude the uniform boundedness follows with (56) and R = 1 2k 1
Furthermore, uniform ultimate boundedness also follows with (59) and
Remark: In the special case that l 3 = 0, the adaptiveadaptive law (62) is simplified toż = −l 4z , only the leak term left. If the initial conditionz(t 0 ) is selected to be strictly positive, thenz(t) > 0 for all t ≥ 0, sincez will be exponentially decaying to zero.
Remark: Similar to the A 2 R control I, this A 2 R control can also do extra double duty. It not only deals with the system uncertainty adaptively, but also engages in an adaptive way to determine the dead zone for the adaptive law (63).
V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
As shown as Fig. 2 , a vehicle with an inverted pendulum hinged to the center is considered. The masses of the vehicle and the inverted pendulum respectively are m 1 and m 2 . The friction coefficient between the vehicle and the ground is k. The pivot of the pendulum is mounted on the cart that can move in a horizontal direction. The vehicle is imposed an external force F (the control). The pendulum is subject to the force m 1g at the center of gravity, a horizontal reaction force H , a vertical force V at the pivot, and an external torque τ 1 (the control).
This mechanical system is described by the coordinate q = [y θ ] T , in which y is the distance from the center of gravity to the pivot, and θ is the angular rotation of the pendulum, and controlled by the control input τ = [τ 1 F] T . The equation of motion is given by [30] 
which can be rewritten in the form of (1) with
whereg is the gravitational constant, L is the distance from the center of gravity to the pivot, and I is the moment of inertia of the pendulum with respect to the center of gravity.
It is desired to have the pendulum to follow the constrainṫ ζ +lζ = 0, with ζ =ẏ+θ and l > 0. Then it can be rewritten asÿ +θ + l(ẏ +θ ) = 0. Integrating it with respect to t yieldṡ y +θ + l(y + θ ) = 0. The constraint can be cast in the first order form and second order form by selecting A = [1 1], c = −l(y + θ ) and b = −l(ẏ +θ ). The β-measure is given by
Consider the masses to be the uncertain parameters (hence
Here For the choice of , we first invoke the following result on norm equivalence as in Ref. [28] : for a matrix ∈ R n×m ,
where the subscript 1 denotes the 1-induced norm, the subscript 2 denotes the 2-induced norm (also called the Euclidean induced norm, which is adopted throughout the paper).
All entries in M , Cq, g, P, A, and b are either constant, trigonometric in positions, velocities, or quadratic in velocities. Since the entries of a matrix constitute the 1-induced norm [28] , Assumption 2 is met by choosing
where α 1,2,3 > 0 are unknown constant parameters and α = max {α 1 , α 2 /2, α 3 }. Here α 1 q 2 , α 2 q and α 3 are respectively determined according to the structures of the quadratic in velocities, the velocities, and the constant as well as the trigonometric in positions. This shows how we choose the function (α, q,q, t).
For performance demonstrations, the area enclosed by β(t) and t is addressed as S = T 0 β(t) dt, which stands for the accumulative performance error. For simulations, we select m 1 = 1 + 0.2 sin 10t, m 2 = 0.5 + 0.1 sin 10t, m 1 = 1,m 2 = 0.5, l 1 = 1, l 2 = 1, k 1 = 1, l 3 = 1, l 4 = 2, k 3 = 1, k 4 = 1, κ = 1, P = 1, L = 1,g = 9.8, k = 0.01, I = 10, l = 1, = 0.1, in which a high frequency uncertainty is considered, and choose the initial conditions as y(0) = 0, θ (0) = 0,ẏ(0) = 0.4,θ(0) = −0.1,α(0) = 0.5,k 2 (0) = 0.5, α(0) = 0.5,z(0) = 0.5.
For control I, we have the simulation results in Figs. 3-8 . Fig. 3 shows the β-measure time history under control (25) . For comparison, the performance of the nominal control (i.e., (25) without p 3 ) is shown. Under the control I (25) (with p 3 included), the β-measure approaches a desirable neighborhood of 0 before t = 0.6. However the nominal control does not settle in a finite time. Fig. 4 shows the comparison of S. It shows the accumulative performance error under the nominal control is far greater than the one from the control I (about 10.77 times that of control I). Figs. 5 and 6 show the histories of the adaptive parameterα and the adaptive-adaptive parameterk 2 , respectively. Within a finite time,α approaches to a neighborhood close to 0.3 and k 2 approaches to a neighborhood close to 0.025. Figs. 7 and 8   FIGURE 11 . History of the adaptive parameterα in (63). show the comparison of the control (F and τ 1 , respectively). Even though there is a significant difference between the system performance, the maximum control magnitude of the nominal control and the robust control I are almost the same.
For control II, we have the simulation results in Figs. 9-14. Fig. 9 shows the β-measure time history by using control (64). Fig. 10 shows the comparison of S. Figs. 11 and 12 show the histories of the adaptive parameterα and the adaptive-adaptive parameterz, respectively. Figs. 13 and 14 show the comparison of the control (F and τ 1 , respectively).
Similar to control I, the system performance under control II is significantly superior to that under the nominal control, while the required control magnitude is close to each other. It is easy to find that the constraint-following error β is a general definition without special physical meaning; hence, several control problems, such as positioning control [32] , path-following [33] , and optimality [34] can be solve by formulating a proper constraint-following error β accordingly with the proposed control.
VI. CONCLUSION
A mechanical system is subject to a set of (holonomic or nonholonomic) constraints. The purpose is to design a control which drives the system to follow the constraint closely. System uncertainty and unknown (possibly hard to be determined) design parameter are considered in this control problem. The uncertainty is bounded, but the bound may be unknown. We propose a two-level adaptive hierarchy: with the lower level adaptive law suggesting a control parameter, the upper level adaptive law suggesting a lower level adaptive law parameter. As a result, two classes of adaptive-adaptive robust (A 2 R) control are constructed. Under the control, the system follows the pre-specified constraint closely, even in the presence of system uncertainty and the unknown design parameter. It paves an adaptive way for parameter selection; by which, the design parameter (the amount of leakage k 2 and the dead-zone size z) can be adjusted in real time by the system itself instead of by the designer a priori. This shows an important breakthrough on the standard nonlinearly parameterized adaptive control approach. We stress that the uncertainty considered in the paper is (possibly fast) timevarying. The only available information of the uncertainty is that it is bounded. However, even the bound is unknown (let alone the rate of change of the uncertainty). Therefore the challenges of the control design need to be addressed from a different approach, comparing with constant uncertainty. QINQIN SUN received the M.S. degree in industrial engineering from the Hefei University of Technology, Hefei, China, in 2013.
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